Date: February 10, 2022

Bulletin: All Dealers and Tag and Title Agencies

From: Business Licensing and Compliance

Subject: Proposal: Mandatory Electronic Submissions

The Maryland Department of Transportation Motor Vehicle Administration (MDOT MVA) is proposing a mandatory requirement for all Dealer and Tag and Title Service Agencies to “electronically submit” all title and registration transactions that cannot be processed via their Electronic Registration and Titling (ERT) Systems.

This requirement will eliminate the need to drop off or mail transactions into a MDOT MVA Branch offices. The benefits of this requirement would be all work is electronically tracked and the drawdown transaction report will track all financials submitted allowing for better reconciliation of financials. Prior to making this change we would like to solicit any feedback and suggestions you may have.

Please submit all feedback or suggestions to MDDTTS@mdot.maryland.gov